The Design and Analysis of Double Cutter Device for Hinge and Suction Dredger Based on Feedback Control Method
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Abstract: The hinge and suction dredger is widely used in the construction field such as in river and lake management, water dredging, and port infrastructure projects, etc. With the continuous development of modern dredging technology, the traditional hinge and suction dredger cannot adapt to the complex environment during the construction process and there are problems such as large energy consumption and over-excavation and leakage excavation. In this paper, a double cutter dredger was designed that has a wider adaptability to water than a single cutter dredger. At the same time, based on the principle of passive adaptive control, the working parameters of the control system were calculated and determined, and an adaptive control algorithm was proposed to determine the water environment by using the current difference between the two cutters. Finally, the feasibility of the structure and algorithm was verified by experiments. The efficiency of cutter suction dredger was improved, and the energy consumption was reduced by 9–25% in the ideal state.
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1. Introduction

The hinge and suction dredger (Figure 1) originated in the United States and has been widely used. In the late 19th century and early 20th century, the hinge and suction dredger developed rapidly. As early as 1884, the world’s first cutter suction dredger equipped with a cylindrical cutter head appeared in the world; in 1929, Pieter. VW designed an open cutter equipped with three arms and mounted on the arms. It was called the most advanced cutter at that time. In 1943, the Dutch company IHC designed the first beaver suction dredger and improved the cutter accordingly. This move updated the design concept of the cutter. However, with the continuous improvement in the requirements for construction efficiency and the progress of technology, faults such as severe wear of the cutter and fragile accessories have begun to be exposed. A chassis cutter modeling concept was proposed in 1977 by the Dutch Breebst. B. V, which improved the structure of the traditional cutter and reduced the pollution to the water area. In the same year, the first self-propelled suction cutter was born. In 1986, the Belgium Yangdrew Company successfully developed the “LeonardodaVinei” self-propelled suction dredger, with the total installed capacity of 20,250 kW, and a computer-controlled automatic system could make the dredger operation reach the best condition [1].
In the 21st century, with the improvement in the human awareness of environmental protection and the deepening of the environmental protection concept, the concept of protecting the balance of the ecological environment and adopting sustainable development has been paid more and more attention at home and abroad, and an environmentally friendly cutter has also received more and more attention. The world’s first environmentally-friendly dredger was designed by the Italian Pneuma Company and put into use in 1969 essentially to transform the traditional dredger cutter and use the air compressor to absorb and mud to reduce the mud diffusion. Japan also successfully developed an environmentally-friendly dredger in the 1970s by reforming the pneumatic pump dredger [2–4].

With the continuous expansion in the construction field of dredgers, higher requirements have been put forward on the efficiency of dredgers and the cutting performance of the cutter at home and abroad. These requirements have promoted the improvement of the structure of the cutter itself. In recent years, on the basis of the original cutter, researchers have developed many new cutters according to the specific working environment, which can be divided into three types: a derivative single cutter, environmentally-friendly dredger, and an ordinary double dredger. A new type of environmental cutter developed by CCCC Tianjin Channel bureau Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China) innovatively introduces a diffusion cover with adjustable opening to realize the variable excavation depth construction of a cutter suction dredger [5]. Zhonggang Dredging Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China) optimized the conventional 6-arm cutter head and designed a 5-arm single cutter head [6]. Yiping Ouyang proposed a crush zone expansion-induced tensile failure model (CEIT model) for rock drilling to more accurately predict the peak cutting forces [7].

As shown in Figure 2, the ordinary double cutter dredger places the two cutters on the same horizontal plane and always maintains a better cutting direction in different horizontal swing directions to improve the working efficiency.
In order to analyze the pros and cons of each design in depth, the existing double cutters in the market were compared with the widely used single cutters and other types of environmentally-friendly cutters, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of existing cutters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Cutter</th>
<th>Environmentally Friendly Cutter</th>
<th>Single Cutter</th>
<th>Ordinary Double Cutter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction progress</td>
<td>Relatively slow</td>
<td>Relatively fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>Protective cover can prevent population for the second time and have a precise manner in excavation.</td>
<td>Working stability and have relatively simple structure organization.</td>
<td>Can increase the speed and efficiency in cleaning silt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>The depth of excavation is limited and there is a decrease in production efficiency due to the limitation of protective cover. At the same time, the phenomenon of blocking and entanglement of the cutters is easy to occur due to the small interval between various environmentally friendly cutters, and will decrease in time management.</td>
<td>The efficiency of excavation is low, it is difficult to adapt to complex aqueous surroundings and at the same time have low automerization. Easy to cause the second pollution to the working area so that tilt cleaning will not be successful. At places where water is continuous, narrow riverside, and low water level, it is hard for the cutter to make precise localization and complete clean up.</td>
<td>At the bottom of the river where silt is relatively stiff, the placing of the cutter will make it impossible to get deep into the silt and complete cleaning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above comparison, we can see that the current three kinds of cutter have their own advantages in certain construction conditions and working conditions, but there are still some defects, so it is difficult to solve the special dredging project, especially some of the difficulties faced by environmental dredging construction under bad dredging conditions.

The current cutter suction dredgers are mainly single cutter dredgers using a computer, network, PLC, and sensor technologies to control and monitor the equipment during the dredger’s navigation and dredging operations, collecting, processing, and recording the information related to the dredger. Wang B proposed a data-driven soft sensor method that could predict mud concentration in real-time and can mitigate current marine mud concentration meter failures, affecting continuous construction [8]. Ke Yang proposed a novel PCA-LSTM ensemble model to improve the productivity prediction of winch suction dredgers [9].

However, basically, this involves dredging the designated area at constant speed. In order to improve the efficiency of the cutter, a new control method is needed.

Aiming at the above problems, an adaptive control cutter dredging device based on the change of terrain and soil conditions was designed. The design of the cutter is in line with the development direction of high efficiency, green, and energy saving dredging equipment, and has the dual value of technological innovation and market promotion.

2. Model Design of Double Cutter Structure

2.1. Design Concept of Double Cutter Structure

The cutter structure can improve the working efficiency of the cutter suction ship, but the two cutters may encounter some problems in the working process. When the silt at the bottom of the river is hard, the cutter is easy to shelve on the river bed. This seriously affects the efficiency of the cutter. In addition, the underwater environment is complex and changeable, and a little negligence may cause damage to the original ecological environment and lead to environmental pollution. In order to improve the adaptability of the double cutter structure to the complex terrain at the bottom of the water and make the double cutter structure more flexible and reliable in the working process, the
improved design drawings of the double cutter amplitude changing device (Figure 3) and the transverse moving device (Figure 4) were proposed. The turbine worm and slider are driven by a motor to achieve reciprocating and circular motion of the cutter.

![Double cutter changing device](image1)

**Figure 3.** Double cutter changing device.

![Double cutter transverse moving device](image2)

**Figure 4.** Double cutter transverse moving device.

In the double cutter device, two cutters are located in two different planes: up and down. Considering the influence of excavation depth [10,11], in the direction of transverse motion, the cutter located above is always in the forward position. The angle between the cutters can be changed by the amplitude changing device, and the upper cutter can always be efficient. In addition, due to the complexity of the underwater environment, the double cutter may encounter the situation that the upper cutter is idling or the speed difference between the two cutters is too large. Making the two cutters in a reasonable working state can make the double cutter better adapt to the underwater environment.

2.2. Design of Transverse Moving Device

The function of the transverse moving device is to adjust the distance between the two cutters, which is composed of a working platform, slide rail, slider, sleeve, bidirectional screw, and 42 step motor [6]. The two sliding rails and the corresponding sliders were placed parallel to the working platform. The motor driving the cutter and the cutter shaft were fixed on the slider on the same side of the two sliding rails and the center distance of the two cutters could be changed.

In the design of the slide rail, two wire rod rails with the same size and 42 step motor were selected. The slide rail drives the slide table through the motor drive screw, in which the screw is a two-way screw, that is, half of the screw is left-handed and the other half is right-handed, which ensures the synchronism of motion. Therefore, it is important to avoid the difference between the motor and reduce the number of motors.
In order to ensure the coaxiality between the cutter shaft and the cutter motor, we put the cutter shaft into a hollow cylinder (Figure 5), which was fixed with rolling bearings, and the cylinder was in direct contact with the support seat fixed with the cutter motor (Figure 6).

![Figure 5. Fixed device.](image)

2.3. Design of Amplifier

The muffling device consists of a worm gear, commutator, DC deceleration motor, rotating shaft, bearing seat, and other components. When the DC motor rotates, the worm gear and worm are driven by the commutator, and the worm gear and worm drive the rotation of the working platform to realize the directional rotation of the cutter at the specified time, thus adjusting the angle between the cutters. The effect diagram is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 6. Rendering of the installing model.](image)
3. Design of Adaptive PLC Control System

Aiming at the adaptive work of the transversal mechanism and the amplitude changing mechanism, we developed a PLC control system. The purpose of an adaptive complex water area was achieved by automatic control. The system structure diagram is shown in Figure 8, which is mainly composed of the current sensor, control center, bracket transmission system, and cutter servo drive system.

The construction environment of an adaptive control system is mainly divided into normal working environment and complex working environment. Each working environment needs to be changed in real time according to the parameters in the working process. The main working parameters are cutter speed, transverse speed, and feed rate. The state parameters are the angle of the cutter and the center distance of the cutter.

3.1. Determination of Working Parameters of Control System

Determination of initial cutter parameters:

(1) Working parameters of cutter-speed, transverse speed, feed

The soil quality parameters and target yield are determined according to the working environment and working effect before the cutter works, and the most basic parameters (yield, soil quality parameter, cutter type) can be obtained [11–14]. On the basis of these parameters, taking the two-dimensional cutting theory as the principle [12] calculating the working parameters, the PLC control center can calculate all the other working parameters according to the calculation formula. The formula is as follows:

Calculation formula of cutter speed:

\[
 n = \frac{60U_c}{\pi D_m} \text{ (r/min)}
\]  

(1)

In Equation (1): \(D_m\) is the average diameter of the cutter head and \(U_c\) is the cutting speed of the cutter (m/s).
According to the successful experience of some dredgers in recent years, the $U_c$ value of a five-knife cutter can reach 1.3 m/s, and the $U_c$ value of six-knife cutter can reach 1.6 m/s. The value of $U_c$ is related to the characteristic parameters of soil. The more difficult the soil is to be dug, the greater the value of $U_c$.

A common cutter cutting speed is 1.0–3.5 m/s; for general soil, the cutter cutting speed is mostly set at about 1.5 m/s. Transverse velocity refers to the moving speed of the reamer, that is, the stepper motor is used as the power source to control the speed of horizontal movement along the radial direction of the reamer axis.

Calculation formula of transverse velocity:

$$U_{sw} = \tan[\alpha - (3^\circ \sim 6^\circ)] \cdot \pi \cdot D \cdot n$$

(2)

In Equation (2): $\alpha$ is the back angle of the cutting angle and is recommended to be within $9^\circ \sim 12^\circ$, with a high speed cutter, the value would be smaller; $n$ is the rotation of cutter; and $D$ is the diameter of the cutter.

Calculation formula of feed:

$$\rho = \frac{Q \cdot \eta \cdot \cos \theta}{L \cdot D \cdot \rho_1 \cdot U_{sw}}$$

(3)

In Equation (3): $L$ is the length of the cutter; $\rho$ is the cutter feed rate; $\rho_1$ is 0.4–1, depending on the soil quality; $\eta$ is the efficiency of 0.8–1, depending on the cutter form and soil quality; and $Q$ is the angle between the swing track of the cutter and the transverse shifting cable of $30^\circ \sim 40^\circ$.

(2) Cutter state parameters—depth, center distance, angle

When the cutter is working, different digging depths will lead to different cutter power. In the research process, the sum of the two cutters is guaranteed to be constant at the same speed, and the sum of the power of the two cutters is calculated in different combined forms to match the minimum power of the two cutters at the same total depth.

Here, we selected 30 groups of data with different digging angles, which were $90^\circ + 30^\circ, 89^\circ + 31^\circ, 88^\circ + 32^\circ,$ and ... $60^\circ + 60^\circ$ and replaced by 1 to 30 groups, respectively. According to the two-dimensional cutting theoretical formula, the power relationship of 30 groups with different combinations with a certain total depth was obtained (as shown in Figure 9).

![Figure 9. Power diagram showing 30 different combinations.](image-url)
setting the working parameters of the cutter in the normal working environment, the depth of the two cutters should be consistent.

The concrete calculation formula of digging depth is as follows:

\[ h = \frac{Q_s}{2U_{sw} \cdot \rho} \]  

(4)

In Equation (4): \( Q_s \) is the dredger yield (m\(^3\)/h).

3.2. Design Scheme of Adaptive Control System

3.2.1. Composition of Adaptive Control System

1. Upper control system

   The upper control system should achieve the following requirements:
   
   (1) Visualization to realize the interaction with the user, where the user can input soil quality parameters and output two working parameters to the upper computer.
   
   (2) The rotational speed, digging depth, transverse distance, center distance, and support angle of the two cutters are calculated by two variables: output and soil quality parameters. These can be displayed in real time for users to obtain information.
   
   (3) Can communicate with PLC.

   The upper control system adopts the PLC integrated machine, which is divided into the upper touch screen part and lower PLC control part. PLC internal variables are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

**Table 2. Internal reference scale.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuzhicanshu</td>
<td>Parameter of Soil Environment</td>
<td>Short Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanliang</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Short Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuansu1</td>
<td>Speed to Left</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuansu2</td>
<td>Speed to Right</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bujinliang</td>
<td>Stepping</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washen</td>
<td>Excavation Depth</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hengyisudu</td>
<td>Feeding Speed</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuansull</td>
<td>Speed to Left Real Time</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuansurr</td>
<td>Speed to Right Real Time</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danliul</td>
<td>Current to Left</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danliur</td>
<td>Current to Right</td>
<td>Single Precision Floating Point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I/O variable address assignment.

**Table 3. I/O variable address assignment table.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I/O</th>
<th>Register IP Address</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X0</td>
<td>X0</td>
<td>Left Input Encoder Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Right Input Encoder Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Current Sensor Left Input Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Current Sensor Right Input Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y0</td>
<td>Y0</td>
<td>Cutter Central Distance Output Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>Cutter Speed Left Output Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>Cutter Speed Right Output Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D0</td>
<td>D0</td>
<td>Left Cutter Duty Cycle Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Input Register in Left Cutter Encoder A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Right Cutter Duty Cycle Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>Input Register in Right Cutter Encoder A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>D4</td>
<td>Cutter’s Central Distance Initial Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td>Cutter Central Distance Variable Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>Angle Initiation Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Running Switch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D variable here is a register that can store 32 bit values. The variable M is the switch quantity, the key on the correlation interface, triggers the interface event, which can change the M value.

2. Support drive system

The bracket drive system consists of servo driver, dc motor and encoder, stepper motor driver, and stepper motor to meet the functional requirements: (1) the angle and (2) the bracket in the rotatable range of the bracket can realize the forward and backward rotation of the three wire rod slide rail can be moved in any position.

3. Cutter drive system

The cutter servo drive system consists of a DC motor driver and DC motor. PLC is the number of pulse inputs per unit time in the adaptive system the cutter speed is calculated. If the specified speed is not reached, the duty cycle of the motor output pulse is increased until the cutter is turned to the specified speed.

4. Current sensors

In this system, the current sensor should be responsible for monitoring the current of the left and right cutter motor to judge the load change. The current sensor can measure the current within 10 A ± the system. Corresponding analog output: 185 mV/A, 0 current output for the power supply midpoint voltage isolation, stable performance. A current sensor output the output voltage analog to the PLC.

3.2.2. Design of Adaptive Control Algorithm

The working environment of small and medium dredgers is complex and changeable, and the change in soil environment will affect the working efficiency of the suction ship. The adaptive control system can adapt to the complex and changeable environment according to the change in soil quality parameters from the change in adaptive control device [14–20]. Therefore, a set of corresponding control algorithms were designed to control the cutter to adapt to the complex water environment. The control algorithm is shown in Figure 10, and the current of the cutter motor was used as the basis for judging the load of the cutter. After the input parameters and the operation of the device, the speed of the cutter was stable. Because the two cutters adopted the same diameter, the speed of the two cutters was the same. At the same voltage and the same speed, the current value of the two cutters was recorded by the current sensor, and the system reacts to the load of the cutter by the current value. The current value recorded by the current sensor was used as the basis for judging whether the hard sand environment is encountered in the later water area. When one side of the cutter meets hard soil, the torque will increase. In order to maintain the original speed, the system will increase the side current. When the difference between the two sides of the current value exceeds a certain range, in order to make the power on both sides the same, the current on the low side of the current should be increased, and the current on the high side of the current should be reduced.
Figure 10. Adaptive control algorithm.

3.2.3. Design of Up-Down Program for Adaptive Control System

1. Speed calculation and control program design

Standard speed calculation program design: According to the input soil quality parameters and output, the matching cutter diameter \( D_m \) and cutter cutting speed can be obtained \( u_c \). Finally, the cutter speed is calculated by Equation (1). Because this project selected two cutters with the same diameter, the speed of the two cutters was the same.

Speed control program: Create a global script function, periodically collect the value of the \( D_1, D_3 \), where the value of the \( D_1, D_3 \) register is the input pulse number of the double cutter unit time encoder. The real-time speed of the cutter can be calculated by measuring the pulse number and compared with the standard speed. For the \( D_0, D_2 \) duty cycle, the larger the duty cycle, the greater the speed.

The PWM instruction specifies the duty cycle for the output, where the frequency is 20 kHz pulse, and the SPD instruction is 10,000 kHz (0.1 ms) to measure the number of pulse input of the specified port. The SPD instruction is the number of input pulses per unit time, \( D_1, D_3 \) is the number of input pulses per unit time. The trapezoidal diagram of speed control is shown in Figure 11.
2. Program design for calculating feed rate, digging depth, and transversal velocity using two-dimensional cutting theory

After calculating the speed of the double cutter, the program calculates the transverse speed according to Equation (2). After the $U_{sw}$ is obtained, the feed is calculated according to Equation (3).

3. Design of Distance Calculation Program

In this program, the cutter distance is obtained according to the empirical formula through the input soil parameters. After the cutter distance is obtained, the distance is compared with the existing distance, and the direction and distance running on the basis of this position are calculated. The distance is converted to the number of pulses running the motor and assigned to the D5, D6, PLSY where the instruction specifies the number of pulses for the specified port and frequency output, as shown in Figure 12.

\[
\sin \alpha = \frac{d_1}{d_2} \quad (5)
\]

In Equation (5): $d_1$ is the distance between two cutters (m); $d_2$ is the digging depth (m); and the angle can be calculated by using the arcsine function in the program.

In this device, the angle is realized by the turbo-worm rotation driven by the motor. Since the motor adopts the servo motor driver, it is necessary to realize the communica-
tion between PLC and the servo motor driver and output the displacement to the servo motor driver.

\[ \Delta \text{Displacement} = \Delta \text{Angle} \times \frac{32,000}{360} \text{ (transmission ratio 20:1, displacement 1600 QC/circle).} \]

The Program calculates the change direction and size of the angle, and assigns the angle to the register as displacement.

5. Current Sensor Program

Use cycle scripts. Periodically measure the motor input current on both sides and adjust the center distance and bracket angle with the change of overcurrent. The design window of this program is shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Design window of cycle scripting.](image)

6. Design of Lower Trapezoid

The lower ladder diagram was designed with the upper program; most of the calculation work was realized by the upper part, and the lower part was only the actuator.

(1) Trapezoidal diagram of the cutter center distance initialization and change: responsible for output pulse number and control step motor displacement, as shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. PLC program line diagram of initializing and changing center distance of the cutter.](image)

(2) Trapezoidal diagram of cutter speed: responsible for monitoring speed and adjusting the duty cycle of the motor input pulse, so that the motor sets the speed, as shown in Figure 15.
(3) Trapezoidal diagram of cutter angle change: communicate with servo driver by RS instruction, output displacement, and make support motor rotate displacement, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15. PLC program line diagram of the cutter speed.

Figure 16. PLC program line diagram of angle change of the cutter.

See Appendix A for the detailed process.

4. Experimental Analysis and Calculation

Under the condition that the soil quality is hard coarse sand, porosity was 45, compactness was medium density, loose coefficient was 1.35, permeability coefficient was $K_i/(m \cdot s^{-1}) = 1.137 \times 10^{-4}$, and the cutting power of single side cutter of ordinary dredger was 313.32 kW, and the specific working parameters are shown in Table 4. The cutting power of the ordinary double cutter dredger was two times that of the single cutter dredger, which was 626.64 kW [20].

Table 4. The parameter of cutter and cutter tooth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Cutter’s Cutting Ring (d/m)</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>Rotation (n/rpm)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Width of Cutter’s Arm (b/mm)</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>Transverse Moving Speed (vs/(m-s^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cutter’s Arm (Z)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Angle Speed (ω/(rad s^{-1}))</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Angle (α/(°))</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Directional Cutting Speed (vr/(m-s^{-1}))</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the same soil quality, the motion should be exactly the same as its lateral speed, but the rotational speed should lead to different angular velocities. Therefore, the angles $θ(ω, t)$ of the left and right tools are different at the same time. However, as a comparison, the initial angle was 15°, that is, the cutter arm rotated 15° relative to the axis, and the cutter B rotated 75°. Compared to the energy consumption of an ordinary reamer dredgers, the finishing results are shown in Table 5. Figure 17 shows the changes in parameters such as the working speed of the double-pole structure when encountering different soil environments during the experiment.
Table 5. Average power meter of different rotational speed difference of a new type of cutter dredger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Double Cutter Speed Difference</th>
<th>Average Power in Cutter A</th>
<th>Average Power in Cutter B</th>
<th>The Mean of the Power in a Single Period</th>
<th>Energy Saving Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>240.60</td>
<td>240.60</td>
<td>481.20 KW</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>180.83</td>
<td>255.25</td>
<td>436.08 KW</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>188.21</td>
<td>228.04</td>
<td>416.25 KW</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>192.7</td>
<td>202.33</td>
<td>395.03 KW</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>203.69</td>
<td>155.27</td>
<td>358.96 KW</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Experimental test diagram.

It can be seen from Table 5 that under ideal conditions, the energy saving rate of this device was 9% to 25% compared with the cutting power of ordinary twin-twist dredgers. Specifically, the average power of the twin-auger dredger in one cycle was related to the speed difference of the twin-auger dredger. The average power increased with the increase in the speed difference between the two knives. When the speed difference between the two knives was 30, the energy saving rate could reach 25. This is because the working parameters of the reamer of ordinary dredgers were fixed, and will not change with the change in the working conditions, and accompanied by a certain degree of idling. The structure designed in this paper will adjust the position and speed of the two reamers according to factors such as terrain changes and soil conditions to reduce unnecessary energy consumption.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the structure of a double cutter dredger device that can adapt to soil quality and topography was designed.

The specific work is as follows:

(1) Optimal design of environmental protection double cutter structure of the cutter suction dredger.

Aiming at the shortcomings of the single- cutter dredger in special working conditions, the design idea of the double- cutter dredger was proposed and the structure was designed. The traverse mechanism and the luffing mechanism were used to adjust the distance and angle between the two cutters to improve the flexibility of the cutter suction dredger in cutting work. For complex terrain environments, this structure can improve the effect of the cutter on the soil.

(2) Research and development of adaptive control system based on terrain and soil conditions.

Through the calculation and analysis of the soil parameters and output during the working process, the optimal speed of the cutter on both sides was intelligently matched, and the lowering angle, distance, and speed of the cutter were automatically adjusted to achieve precise coordination between the two cutters. When encountering a complex terrain environment, the adaptive control system adjusted the positional relationship between
the traverse mechanism and the luffing mechanism by analyzing the load current of the cutter motor to change the center distance and angle between the two cutters to improve the performance of the cutter in different situations.

It can be completely used in various types of small- and medium-sized dredgers. It only needs to transform the bridge frame, add a working plane, arrange the corresponding transverse structure on the plane, and arrange the cutter on the transverse moving equipment. Therefore, the range change of the cutter can be satisfied. The control system can be extended to the actual production work, and the needs of different working environments can be met by the combination of different types of cutting tools. Further experiments are needed to extend this small model control method to large dredgers, and different control schemes should be refined according to different ship types and working conditions.

The device complies with the precise, environmentally-friendly and efficient dredging requirements put forward by the dredging industry. It is suitable for the dredging of various inland rivers and lakes with low wind and waves and low velocity as well as offshore dredging. It can promote the coordinated development of most water areas including the Yangtze River Basin.
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Appendix A

The program part is divided into the interface script program and lower-level ladder program:

1. Interface script

The upper script program is divided into the initialization program, current sensor program, and speed program:

1. OK button, variable initialization program: initialize various parameters including variables such as cutter speed, center distance angle, etc.

```plaintext
Dim zhuansul
Dim zhuansur
Dim hengyisudu
Dim washen
Dim jinjiliang
Dim Dm
Dim Dm = 0.09
Dim jianliang
chanliang = document.GetPointValue("chanliang")
zhuansul = 60*1.3/3.14/Dm
zhuansur = zhuansul
zhuansur = document.SetPointValue("zhuansur1",CSng(zhuansul),False
hengyisudu = Tan(9)*3.14*0.09*zhuansul
jinjiliang = 30*1*0.5/(0.03*Dm*1*hengyisudu)
washen = chanliang/(2*hengyisudu*jinjiliang)
document.SetPointValue"bujinliang",CSng(bujinliang),False
document.SetPointValue"washen",CSng(washen),False
document.SetPointValue"hengyisudu",CSng(hengyisudu),False
Dim hengyijuli
dim maichongshu
hengyijuli = 1.5*Dm
maichong = hengyijuli * 3200/1.5
document.SetPointValue"d3",CInt(maichong),False
Dim jiaodu
jiaodu = Atn(washen/Sqr(hengyijuli*hengyijuli -
washen*washen))
Dim weiyiliang
weiyiliang = jiaodu*1600/360
document.SetPointValue"d3",CInt(weiyiliang),False
```
(2) Current sensor program: using a cycle script. Periodically measure the input current of the motors on both sides, and adjust the center-to-center distance and bracket angle of the two cutters with the change in the overcurrent.

![Figure A1. Periodic script programming window.](image)

```vbnet
' (2) Current sensor program: using a cycle script. Periodically measure the input current of the motors on both sides, and adjust the center-to-center distance and bracket angle of the two cutters with the change in the overcurrent.

dianliur = document.GetPointValue("d8031")
dianliul = document.GetPointValue("d8032")
If ((dianliul - dianliur)/dianliul) > 0.2&dianliul > dianliurThen
  If ((dianliul - dianliur)/dianliul) > 0.1&&dianliul > dianliurThen
    If (direction == lift ) Then
      DoWhile( (dianliul - dianliur )/dianliul <= 0.2 )
      juli = juli + 0.1
    jiaodu = jiaodu + 1
    document.SetPointValue"d6",CInt(0.1/1.5*3200),False
    document.SetPointValue"d10",CInt(1/360*1600),False
    document.SetPointValue"M7",CBool(False),False
  EndIf
  If (direction == right) Then
    DoWhile( (dianliul - dianliur )/dianliul <= 0.2 )
    juli = juli - 0.1
  jiaodu = jiaodu + 1
  document.SetPointValue"d6",CInt(0.1/1.5*3200),False
  document.SetPointValue"d10",CInt(1/360*1600),False
  document.SetPointValue"M7",CBool(True),False
  Loop
ElseIf (diection == right)
  DoWhile( (dianliul - dianliur )/dianliul <= 0.2 )
  juli = juli - 0.1
  jiaodu = jiaodu + 1
  document.SetPointValue"d6",CInt(0.1/1.5*3200),False
  document.SetPointValue"d10",CInt(1/360*1600),False
  document.SetPointValue"M7",CBool(False),False
  Loop
EndIf

(3) Speed program: use cycle script to keep the speed unchanged during the operation of the device.

```vbnet
Dimzhuansul Ifzhuansull < zhuansulThen
Dimzhuansur zhuansull = zhuansull + 5
Dimzhuansurr EndIf

zhuansul = document.GetPointValue("zhuansul")
zhuansurr = document.GetPointValue("zhuansurr")
Ifzhuansull < zhuansullThen
  zhuansull = zhuansull + 5
EndIf

zhuansul = document.GetPointValue("d0")/16
zhuansurr = document.GetPointValue("d2")/16

document.SetPointValue"d0",CInt(zhuansull*16),False
document.SetPointValue"d2",CInt(zhuansurr*16),False

(2) Lower Ladder Diagram Design
The lower-level ladder diagram cooperates with the upper-level program design, most of the calculation work is realized by the upper-level part, and the lower-level is only the actuator.

(1) Cutter center distance initialization and change ladder diagram: responsible for outputting the number of pulses and controlling the displacement of the stepper motor.
Figure A2. Cutter center distance initialization and change ladder diagram.

(2) Cutter speed ladder diagram: responsible for monitoring the speed and adjusting the duty ratio of the motor input pulse, so that the motor can reach the set speed.

Figure A3. Cutter speed ladder diagram.

(3) Ladder diagram of cutter angle change: communicate with the servo driver through the RS command, output the displacement, and make the bracket motor rotate by the specified displacement.

Figure A4. Ladder diagram of cutter angle change.
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